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Quote:
1. Is your crash reproducable with beta7 ?

Apparently no more, i still retried a couple of time and i wasn't able to reproduce it again .. probably it was
solved in beta 7 ?
Still to say that i have too little time to do heavy test ..
Quote:
2. If your crash reproducable with beta7, is it reproducable when you have missing "n" only, or in any case
? (remember: ! do tests after hard reboots !)

No i don't think they are related at all, they seems to be 2 different issues (if there are any)
Quote:
3. What your mui version on which you did your tests.

The latest of both ...
I have the latest version of VPDF and latest nightly of MUI5 --> 21.40 svn r5722
Quote:
Also, something wrong with your mui still. You seems didn't update it sinse few days. There, when i choice
in ListTree "normal", i have in right "+" image, and in down "-" image. I also for test purposes setuped
DejaVu Sand/18 too.

Mmm right, but i also have the latest nightly but setting "Normal" doesn't show any image here, see:
https://s28.postimg.org/enr1viixp/mui5.png
As i side note in your grab i saw that you set "6" as a space while instead i had "5" .. so i played a little with that
setting and i discover that i can see the whole text just by set "2" as a space ... all the other values will hide the
last letter in treeview, strange ...
Definitively it look like a problem of space rathen than a bug, however considering that we both set the same
bigger font i really can't understand why we have a different visualization result ...
Just a though, as a final test try to test it in italian language

